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MESSAGE
Japan was damaged by various natural disasters in 2014.
Various regions such as Shikoku had been suffered by
snowfall since last December, our Tungaloy’s material &
components division located in Yamanashi prefecture was
also driven by clearing snow away at the heavy snowfall
of February in 2014. From the summer to the autumn, the
sunlight became less due to inactive weather fronts and
strikes of big typhoons. We heard that there were some
areas in Western Japan whose sunlight was less than
the half of a normal year. All parts of Japan even suffered
downpours, and one of them caused the large-scale
landslide disaster in the north of Hiroshima city and resulted
in 74 people dead. Mt. Ontake erupted in September and
the earthquake of seismic intensity 6 occurred in Nagano
in November. We send our condolences to people who lost
necessities of life and bereaved families by the disasters and
pray for them to recover peaceful days without a moment’s
delay.
Although we cannot identify the cause of natural disasters
unconditionally, it is said that an abnormal weather is
influenced by the global warming. In 2014, the governmental
campaign of climate change was renewed. Also, the
Convention on Biological Diversity COP12 was held in
the Republic Korea and the most of Aichi targets were
assessed that measures for achieving them were not
enough. We understand that requirements and importance
of environmental conservation activities have become much
higher both in Japan and overseas.

Our company acquired ISO14001 in 1997, an industry first
for the cemented carbide tool manufacturing industry in
Japan. This year marks the 18th anniversary. I assumed the
presidency in March 2014 and our policy on environmental
conservation has not changed since then. As a company
existing in the globe and for always being Tungaloy brand
which can respond to customer's expectations and safety,
we will continue and promote our environmental conservation
activities within the Tungaloy group including domestic
offices, sales offices and affiliated companies in overseas.
This report outlines the environmental conservation activities
carried out by the Tungaloy group in 2014. Compared with
2013, the total load slightly decreased due to the promotion
of the business activities united with the environmental
conservation although there are some factors that increase
the environmental load such as the extension of the building
and the organization.
Your kind understanding and honest opinion would be very
much appreciated.

April 2015
President & CEO

Satoshi Kinoshita

Environmental Policy
Tungaloy group’s management philosophy
“We will make the spirit of compliance and
maintenance of the global environment the basis of our corporate activities.”
We will consider environmental conservation activities to be one
of the most important tasks in our management and continue to
make every effort to reduce the environmental load as a pioneer
of cemented carbide and for making Tungaloy’s brand to be an
always reliable product for customers.
1. Comply with laws, regulations, agreements, and the like
absolutely. Establish the same level or stricter voluntary control
standards.
2. Have all the Tungaloy employees maintain strong awareness
of the corporate responsibility to the global environmental
conser vation and prevent accidents and contamination
expected by new changes before they happen.
3. Properly operate the ISO14001 environmental management
system to continuously make improvements.
4. Strive for the following items regarded as a target and a goal in
the whole company.
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(1) Create many environment-conscious products to contribute
to the global environment sustainability.
(2) Work on energy conservation and resource saving as a base
in all areas of Tungaloy’s business activities
5. Assess the impacts on the environment regarding all areas of
Tungaloy's business activities. Reduce environmental load to
the extent technically and economically possible for the items
assessed as having considerable impact on the environment.
6. Regarding the environmental load substances, adopt alternative
technologies and make switchovers to alternative materials to a
maximum extent. Regarding the non-substitutable substances,
implement thorough operations and management.
7. Promote “Reduce”, “Reuse” and “Recycle” and continue “Zero
Emission” to build a recycling-oriented society.

Introduction of Environment-conscious Products
In 2014, we developed and released 9 new products including expansions of items.
Tungaloy implements evaluation based on the industry standard, “the Japan Cemented
Carbide Tool Manufacturers’ Association Standard for Environment-Conscious Products” and
all the new products complies with the standard.
Tool for efficient deep face
grooving

High-performance cutter for
slot milling



Shoulder milling cutter with
anti-chatter design





Environment-conscious Products approved
by the Japan Cemented Carbide Tool Manufacturers’ Association
Approved products of Tungaloy Corporation Evaluation result

Shoulder milling cutter with
anti-chatter design
Tung-Tri
High-performance cutter for
slot milling
TungSlot
Tool for efficient deep face
grooving
EasyCut
Cermet grades for steel
turning
NS9530 / GT9530
Highly reliable radius cutter
for profile milling
FixRMill
CVD-coated grades for
stainless steel turning
T6100 Series
Super high-feed face milling
cutter
DoFeedQuad
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Approval No.

2014-011

Features

Large rake angle on the cutting edge reduces cutting force and
achieves excellent chip formation. The 3 cutting edges also help
save tooling cost. Optimized flank face on insert and differential
pitch on cutter prevent chatter in machining.

2014-002

Specially designed insert with 6 cutting edges provides
significant economic advantages. One insert has both rightand left-hand edges.

2014-001

Unique self-clamping insert improves tool rigidity, which
prevents chatter in high-speed machining and reduces
machining time.

2013-021

2013-012

2013-011

2013-003

Incredible fracture and wear resistance deliver stable tool life.
Tough and smooth top layer creates the ideal balance between
hardness and toughness, which effectively reduces chip
welding, resulting in improved surface finish.
The unique clamping system with FIX insert location prevents
the insert from rotating while machining. Also, the insert with 6
indexes reduces tooling cost.

Special surface technology "PremiumTec" provides smooth
insert surface for welding resistance and excellent chip flow.
High adhesion strength significantly improves chipping and
fracture resistance, which extends tool life.
Double-sided insert with 8 cutting edges helps reduce
manufacturing cost. Also, dovetail structure on clamping firmly
holds insert in high-feed milling, delivering strong fracture
resistance.
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Environmental Conservation Activities
by Tungaloy
Energy Conservation
Energy used by Tungaloy consists of electricity (about 90%), kerosene (about 10%).

Ratio of energy used

Amount of electricity used (at plants)

When energy used is compared by the type
by converting the amount into crude oil,
electricity accounts for approximately 90%.

Compared with 2013, it increased about 7% in the absolute value but
decreased about 2% in consumption rate.
The reason is the scale of the Kyushu Campus doubled due to the
merger of Unitac Incorporated and the production increased 10%.
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Received the prize for environmental
activity from Japan Cemented
Carbide Tool Manufacturers'
Association (JCTMA)

Compared with 2013, it increased about 10% in the absolute value
and about 0.2% in consumption rate.
Kerosene is mainly used for the air conditioning system of Iwaki
Campus. We were able to reduce the energy use drastically due to
energy saving activity in 2013, but the absolute value of 2014 was
same level as that of 2012 due to the extension of the building in the
latter half of 2014.

Our effort as to reduction of the amount of
electricity and kerosene used in 2013 was
recognized and we received the prize for
environmental activity from JCTMA. We reduced
it by optimizing the operational method of
the air conditioning system with keeping the
temperature and the humidity in the room stable.
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Global Warming Prevention
Fun to Share, which is the governmental
campaign of climate change toward realization
of low-carbon-emission society, started in
March, 2014. Tungaloy too aims to prevent the
global warming by reducing CO2 emissions
through energy-saving activity.

CO2 emission
Compared with 2012, the CO2 emissions decreased
about 0.3%. The emission reduction has been
facing a difficult situation due to increasing the
ratio of thermal power generation since 2011 and
extending the scale of the plants.
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Waste and Recycling
We promote proper segregation of waste and recycling. Since 2004, we have been keeping “the
ratio of landfill disposal rate to the total waste less than 1% (Zero Emission)”.

Total waste and the status of Zero Emission
Compared with 2013, total waste increased about 33% but the amount
of landfill disposal decreased about 82%.
- Among the total waste, waste oil and waste alkali drastically
increased. The increase of waste oil rooted in doubled production
scale at Kyushu Campus due to the merger and that of waste alkali
rooted in increased production at Iwaki Campus.
- We were able to reduce landfill disposal drastically by changing the
disposal method of debris.
- We visit our waste disposal contractor on a regular basis to check the
disposal status and ensure the compliance.

Total waste

Amount of wastes disposed by landfill
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Status of collection of used products
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Measures have been taken for the recycling of used products and
packaging materials.
Compared with 2013, collection of used products increased about
23% but collection of packing materials decreased about 10%. It
resulted from promoting activity such as opening a special web site for
collecting products in November, 2014.
(The collecting service of the used products is available only in Japan.)

- Recycling of used packaging materials
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Assessment
We have been continually performing assessments for new buildings, facilities, and chemical
substances prior to the implementation to avoid risks.
Status of assessment implementation in 2014
Assessment targets
New installation of equipment, new additions and transfers

Number of
cases

2014

1,053 cases

Mainly increase of grinders for production, automated
warehouse accompanied with extending Iwaki Campus, etc.

54 cases Mainly lubricating oil for production, heat reflective roof paint
for Yamato Campus, etc.

Newly purchased chemicals
Construction work by external contractors

491 cases

Mainly periodical inspection of air compressors, installation of
automatons for production, etc.

1 case

Plant site, demolish work, etc.

Construction of a warehouse for wastes at Iwaki Campus.

Management of Chemical Substances
Chemical substances may cause harmful effects on the ecosystem and the human race. To
prevent the leakage of these chemical substances to the environment, we aim to totally abolish
the use of the harmful substances or replace them with alternatives, while implementing
thorough management of the specified harmful substances.

Status of handling of PRTR Law-related substances
In 2014, we handled 10 substances more than 0.1 t in the year, among the 462 substances specified by
the PRTR Law. Substance more than 1 t is the seven substances shown in the graph. n-Hexane and
morpholine are solvent and others are raw materials.
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Environmental Education
Environmental education and training for accidents and
emergency situations are provided to all employees to
continuously improve the environmental conservation activities.
We have been continually improving the internal rules to make
them more practical and user-friendly system.
- In 2014, we updated the method of environmental assessment
which is fundamental to environmental conservation activities. We
carried out explanatory meeting for new assessment method at
every site.

Environmental education

We implement training for accidents and emergency situations
by using the actual materials to be used in case of disaster.
- We also confirmed the emergency stop method of the devices, to
take off-limits measures, mounting protection tools and collecting
method on the assumption that chemicals leaked outdoors.
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Training for chemicals leaking

1.1 t
Manganese
and its
compounds

External Communication
To enhance mutual understanding with stakeholders
surrounding Tungaloy (local residents, employees,
customers, suppliers, stock-holders, etc.), we are
carr ying out the activities to coexist with local
communities.
Inquiries from stakeholders

Iwaki Campus

Nagoya Campus

W e w e e d e d a n d c l e a n e d t h e We exhibited Nisshin Eco Festa
riverbank of the Yoshima river in 2014 held in Nisshin City.
Iwaki city with the local people.

2014: 97 cases

Others
17%
Issuing of SDS
41%

Status of ISO14001
certificate acquisition
12%

Chemical substances
(status of inclusion / use)
30%

Kyushu Campus

Materials & Components Division

We participated in a local summer
festival and interacted with local
people.

Students from Nirasaki technical
high-school of Yamanashi
prefecture visited our factory.

Environment Conservation System
Tungaloy has been promoting the management system for systematically
improving and understanding the influence of our corporate activities and
products on the environment.
Company-wide management system
Top management
（Company-wide Environment
Management Representative）
President & CEO

Representative Chief
Environment Auditor
（Company-wide Deputy
Environment Management
Representative）

Environment Management
Representative

Internal
Environmental
Audit Secretariat

Environment Management
Secretariat

Site management system Head oﬃce (1), manufacturing bases (5), sales bases (3): a total of 9 sites
Site management

Manager in charge of
the site environment
management

Person in charge
of site environment
conservation

Departments

Business operations
Site information
Headquarters
11-1 Yoshima-Kogyodanchi, Iwaki, Fukushima

Manufacturing bases

Iwaki campus
11-1 Yoshima-Kogyodanchi, Iwaki, Fukushima

Materials & components division
114 Kamijo-Higashiwari, Okusa-machi, Nirasaki, Yamanashi

Nagoya campus
77-1 Chaen, Asada-cho, Nisshin, Aichi

Kyushu campus
3-7-57 Miyanojin, Kurume, Fukuoka

Yamato campus
193 Nakayama, Mitsuhashi-machi, Yanagawa,
Fukuoka

Sales bases

Shin-Yokohama office (Tokyo regional branch)
Yusen Shin-Yokohama 1Chome Bldg., 1-7-9 Shin-Yokohama, Kohoku-ku, Yokohama, Kanagawa

Nagoya regional branch
77-1 Chaen, Asada-cho, Nisshin, Aichi

Osaka regional branch
2-1-1 Edobori, Nishi-ku, Osaka

Corporate Production Development
Marketing
Production
control /
planning Purchasing / Desiging
/ Sales
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Scope of the certification: Tungaloy Corporation

- In November 1997, our Iwaki Campus
acquired the ISO14001 certification for
the first time in the cemented carbide tool
manufacturing industry in Japan.
- We continue to hold the certification at
domestic and overseas manufacturing bases
except part of the Kyushu Campus currently.
- We are planning to acquire the certification
at remaining part of the Kyushu Campus
resulted from the merger by the end of 2015.

Acquisition
of
ISO14001
Dec. 1999
Moved to Iwaki
in Mar. 2010

Headquarters

Nov. 1997
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Dec. 1998
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Dec. 1999
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Dec. 1999
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Oct. 2005
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Dec. 1999
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Dec. 1999
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Dec. 1999

Nagoya campus

Kyushu campus
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11-1 Yoshima-Kogyodanchi, Iwaki, 970-1144 Japan
www.tungaloy.co.jp

